
Computer Networking Assignment 2

1. Explain how a channel with no noise can have infinite information capacity
even if the bandwidth of the channel is very low.

2. Consider the appearance of a square wave at the output of a channel with a
very low bandwidth. What does a square wave with frequency f look like when
put through a channel supporting frequencies from 0 to f (i.e., bandwidth of
f)?

3. (a) Sketch the signal on a wire if the bit sequence 10111010 is to be trans-
mitted using Manchester Coding (Slide 24 in Topic 3). Note: It will be
easier to make this sketch if you draw a reference clock signal.

(b) One of the reasons why Manchester-coding is used, despite having a bi-
trate that is half the baud rate, is because the receiver can synchronize
with the sender’s clock using the data stream. Consider the situation
the receiver starts listening to the signal at some arbitrary time after the
signal has started arriving. Describe an algorithm for the receiver’s syn-
chronize with the sender (i.e., figure out which transitions corresponds to
a data bit).

(c) A quad-level code (same slide) has a bitrate that two times the baud
rate. What is the bitrate in terms of a baud rate of an 8-level (oct-level?)
code? Explain what physical limits exist that prevent an arbitrarily large
amount of data to be sent using a very slow clock.

4. (a) Using the CRC-8 polynomial x8 + x2 + x+ 1, compute the 8-bit CRC of
the 16-bit message 0xBEEF.

(b) Show the computation the receiver performs in order to detect that the
above message is corrupted when several bits are flipped.

5. The repetition code is a very basic example of forward error correction. In this
code, every input bit is encoded by repeating it three times. For example,
encoding the bitstring 0110 would produce 000111111000, which is the data
that is sent on the wire.

(a) If we make the assumption that at most one bit might be flipped, explain
how a receiver would be able to extract the original (i.e., unencoded)
bitstring correctly.

(b) If we make the assumption that up to two bits could be flipped, can the
receiver still perform forward error correction using this code?
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6. A standard Ethernet frame consists of a number of fields.

(a) Explain why the source address field is important.
(b) Give a reason why it makes sense for error detection to be implemented

in the Ethernet link layer rather than in the network layers above.

7. How does a sender on a shared medium network know a collison has occured?
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